The establishment of the optical fiber has transformed media transmission systems all over the world, empowering an extraordinary measure of data transmission, all at the speed of light. One of the most important achievements of the following optics development will be the utilization of solitons of optics in optical fibre communication. The uncommon sort of optical signals is soliton that can spread through an optical fiber accurate for long transmission distances. A quick advance for the period of the 1990s has changed over optical solitons into a reasonable contestant for current light wave system. In this paper, a short outline of the improvement of non-direct optics and optical solitons is given. The reason for this paper is to give a thought regarding the impacts of the two modulation processes which are four waves mixing FWM and cross phase modulation XPM going with the spread of the pulses at various carrier frequencies. Furthermore, we tentatively show soliton spread in the basic transmission remove for optical fiber and more complicated trend conduct in a higher transmission distance, showing that the effect of optical fiber length contracts for each mode.
INTRODUCTION
Advancement of optical fibers and implements for optical communications started in the mid-1960s and keeps on developing today. Be that as it may, the improvements in the field of fiber optics rose in the late 1980s. Amid this decade optical communication in communication systems created with an enthusiasm of creating the innovation of decision for present day communication systems.
In any case, there were developing global media communication measures that were foreseeing high information rate necessities. In spite of the fact that transmission limit could be acquired from the traditional link, microwave and, satellite innovations, there was an unmistakable deficiency of transmission limit with respect to the term information exchange requirements. Fiber optic transmission frameworks have given massive limit required to conquer setbacks due to the different disastrous impacts like noise, attenuation, scattering and nonlinear impacts. Fiber optic transmission systems have many focal points over most customary transmission systems. They are less influenced by noise, do not direct power and hence give electrical isolation, convey to a great degree high information transmission rates and convey information over long separations. An optical soliton is a self-supporting lone wave that keeps up its shape while it goes at a steady speed [1] .The recent studies have illustrated the dynamics of soliton propagation through optical metamaterials.
The proposed model has been studied with five forms of nonlinearity. They were Kerr law, power law, parabolic law, dual-power law and log-law. The integration scheme that has been adopted is the method of undetermined coefficients [2] . Optical solitons are seen by a cancellation of nonlinear. Moreover, dispersive impacts in the medium which can be a fiber optic. In this way, an optical soliton is a pulse that goes without mutilation because of scattering or other impacts. The subject of lone waves is accordingly a critical improvement in the field of optical correspondences.
At the point when solitons heartbeats are found commonly far separated, each of them is a crossing wave with consistent shape and speed. In the event that two pulses of optical soliton are united, they bit by bit twist lastly converges into a solitary wave parcel. This wave bundle, be that as it may, can be part of two singular waves with a similar shape and speed before the crash. Optical solitons are utilized as a part of media transmission by means of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) which can be observed tentatively. In this paper, we tentatively research the achievability of FMF transmission systems by examining, for the first run http://dx.doi.org/10.12785/ijcds/070207
http://journals.uob.edu.bh through as far as anyone is concerned, nonlinear proliferation in two modes. We watched that the central mode shows soliton-like conduct, concurring admirably with Numerical displaying in view of the traditional suspicions, however, with the higher request mode, the conduct is more unpredictable [3] .
SELF-PHASE MODULATION
There exist various sorts of non linear fibers; however, one of the most apprehension to soliton hypothesis is a self-staged adjustment [3] .The self-stage balance, the optical pulse shows the stage move initiated by the force subordinate refractive record. The ideas of stage move and chirp might be connected to an optical pulse. Fig  1(a) demonstrates the Gaussian Luse(unchipped), and Fig 1(b) demonstrates a similar pulse subsequent to being twittered by a stage move. This separating is called a pulse envelope, and it is a typical method for speaking to the state of an optical pulse. The un chirped pulse in Fig 1(b) has an indistinguishable envelope from the chirped pulse in Fig 1(a) . This is on account of self-stage tweak just expands the signal in the recurrence space, not the period area. As in Fig 1(b) , self-staged adjustment prompts a lower frequency chirp on the main right side and the left side with higher frequency chirp. Like scattering, the self-stage balance can prompt blunders at the less than the desired conclusion of optical fiber communication. This is especially valid for WDM systems at the individual signals which require remaining inside severe higher and lesser limits to abstain from infringing on alternate signs [4] .
TRANSMISSION OF OPTICAL FIBER SOLTION
The optical solitons spread without changing their shape in optical medium because of a harmony between two impacts, aggregate speed scattering of the medium and Kerr impact [5] .
Basic Propagation Equation:
The numerical depiction of solitons utilizes Non-Linear Schrodinger Equation (NLSE) and fulfilled by the pulse wrap A (z,t) in the nearness of GVD and SPM. This condition can be composed as,SPM. This condition can be composed as,
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Where the fiber misfortunes are incorporated through the α-parameter, β2 and β3 represent the second and third request scattering (TOD) impacts. The nonlinear parameters n2/λ Aeffis characterized regarding the nonlinear record coefficient n2, the optical wavelength λ, and viable center region Aeff .To examine the soliton arrangement as basically as conceivable , Fig  2 illustrate the optical fiber communication project design we disregard third request dispersive impact setting β3=0.
In addition to that Fig 3 and Fig 4 shows the transmitted pulse and its spectrum .It is helpful to compose this condition in a standardized frame by presenting, Fig 6 shows the fiber losses of pulses and its spectrum. To represents an amount of the pulse width and Po is the maximum power of the pulse Where LD represents the dispersion length. Equation (2) can be denoted as: (2) Where s= sign (β2) = +1 or -1 relying upon whether β2 is positive (normal GVD) or negative (irregular GVD) The parameter N is characterized http://journals.uob.edu.bh The signal at 1500 nm has 3m maximum power so that self-phase modulation is unimportant for this signal at 120km fiber length. The signal at 1520 nm has 25 mW of maximum power and the impact of self-phase modulation is critical for this signal, the cross phase modulation on the 1550 nm signal would be expensive. When the transmission distance is 60 Km both pluses cover In addition the range of the pulse at 1550 nm was expanded as shown in fig.1 and fig.2 .This expanding is brought about by the impact of cross phase modulation. It is remarkable that the phantom expanding of the pulse at 1520 is bigger. In this pluse, the expanding is brought on by self-phase modulation. Then again the expanding for the 1551 nm pulse is smaller because of the nearness of Ground velocity dispersion. The supported user travels over the lower signal; the cover period is lessened as is the spectral widening. At 60 km the FWM items are clear [6] . Presently the data transfer capacity of the pulse is four times that of the information signal. On the off chance that the recreated data transfer capacity was deficient to suit two signals. The energy of the fourwave mixing items had been erroneously converted into the transmission capacity of the data. At 100 km, when the pulses are at no time in the future covered and the FWM item has vanished. The XPM incited unearthly expanding for the pulse at 1551 nm has additionally vanished. This is on the grounds that the impacts going with the expansion of the signal cover are inverse to the related at the pulse partition. The segment of the meddling pluse with decreasing force creates a recurrence move of the inverse sign to that already delivered by the increasing force [7] . This case indicates that scattering can bring about a decreasing of the impacts of cross phase modulation and four waves mixing in the dispersive fiber. The balance in charge of the vanishing of the waves is at no time in the future present when the pulses begin to cover they cover more vitality than when they begin to isolate, and the waves do not vanish.
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The continued demand on communication systems has historically led to technologies that allow greater capacity in optical networks. More recently the research community has predicted that the capacity limit for single mode optical fibre (SMF) is within sight [8] .Advances in coherent detection, digital signal processing (DSP) and http://journals.uob.edu.bh advanced modulation formats are aiming to avoid the capacity crunch in the short to medium term. The impending capacity limit has also served as a catalyst to look beyond SMF with renewed interest on the topic of multimode optical fibres (MMF). In particular few-mode fibres (FMF), which can support higher optical power than SMF due to their larger effective area whilst being less sensitive to typical MMF effects, such as modal crosstalk. This interest has led to promising experimental demonstrations of spatial mode multiplexing and multiplexing; theoretical work has also been undertaken on the feasibility and constraints of such systems [9] .
Numerical models have been proposed for nonlinear transmission in FMF, where only intra-modal nonlinearities and linear mode coupling are considered. Consistent with this approach it has been indicated that solitons may exist in individual modes.
However, Marcuse has studied similar systems, indicating that nonlinear mode coupling may also occur, and experimental MMF systems demonstrate inter-mode nonlinearities such as self-focusing and the abrupt onset of nonlinearity, inconsistent with the simpler models.
To the best of our knowledge, the impact of nonlinearity on propagation (particularly in the case of FMF) has yet to be observed experimentally [10] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we manage the investigation of selfstage nonlinear impact and four-wave mixing impact in the optical system. Going with the spread of optical signals at various carrier frequencies. Furthermore, we tentatively exhibit soliton propagation in the principal transmission remove for optical fiber and more unpredictable conduct in a higher transmission separate showing that the effect of optical fiber length contracts for every mode.
The outcomes demonstrate that soliton proliferates in an optical fiber without changing their shape despite when going over long separations. The gathering speed scattering of the medium and associating impact adjust each other while soliton is proliferating in the optical fiber. Solitons guarantee to assume a clear part in the people to the next generation.
